Fac ulty Votes To "Rej oin
NDEA Loan Pro gram

October 18 — The faculty of Colby College approved by the voice of a motion to re-enter the loan
program of the National Defense Education Act. The motion, passed by a large majority, read as follows:
It was moved that the Faculty recommend to the Board of Trustees that Colby College immediately
re-enter the loan program of the National Defense Education Act , unless the President should discover
reasons for doubting the wisdom of this recommendation.
The phrase, "unless the President should discover .reasons for doubting the wisdom of this recommendation " was an amendment to the
original wording of the motion.
Presumably, continued disapproval
of the loan program by the American Association of University Professors might cause the Faculty to
wish to reconsider their action .' AlThe Maine Central Railroad will observe the centennial annivers- though not included in the motion,
a spokesman for the Administration
ary of its founding Oct. 27-29. Highlighting the celebration will be an
indicated that it was clearly underhistorical parade in downtown Waterville on Oct. 27 , followed by the stood by the faculty that if the
official presentation to Waterville of "Old 470" , the last steam loco- President . does discover reasons for
motive used on the Maine Central. On Oct. 29, a Centennial Dinner doubting the wisdom of the recommendation , he will call another facwill be held in- Roberts Union.
ulty meeting before the meeting of
the Board of Trustees.
Among the arguments used by
those favoring re-entry into the loan
program were the following :
1. Students should make the
choice of whether or not they wish
to sign an oath . The faculty should
not deprive the students of { this
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Editorials:
Faculty Decision
We note that the Faculty does not intend to ask the Board of Trustees to return to participation in the loan program "under protest".
This is unfortunate. The insult to students who wish to receive money
is still present, even in the "amended version of the bill. If this insult
is also felt by the Faculty (who have an even greater stake in academic freedom than, the student body), we hope it will manifest itself in
the addition of some form of protest against the insulting aspects of
the loan program.
(Last week's editorial entitled NDEA contained an incorrect statement of fact. After examining further the legislation passed by the
Congress, the editor wishes to withdraw his statement that, "In addition, it extends control in the faculty and administration to a degree
never before dared in this country ")

Science Curriculum
The audience which overflowed Given Auditorium to hear Phi
Beta Kappa lecturer Sean O'Faolain - speak about "Art and Science:
The Single Culture", were evidencing the growing interest in the
problem of scientific comprehension in the twentieth century. This
problem obviously involves the liberal arts curriculum, as it is one of
the principles of the curriculum that the scientific aspects of man's
culture be understood.
The present requirement that students present two semesters of
laboratory science and two additional semesters from the Natural
Science Division (including the Department of Mathematics) seems
adequate. We would also assume that the courses and the quality of
instruction meet Colby's standards. We are not , therefore , advocating
a change in the requirements, the staff , or the methods of teaching
traditional laboratory sciences or mathematics; What we ARE suggesting , is that an additional course be offered — a divisional course
which, would attempt to present, to the non-science major in particular, the history, scope, and foreseeable implications of the scientific
and technological revolutions. The wealth of paperback materials
which' are available could provide the readings, and certainly demonstrate that attempts outside traditional course offerings are indicated.

Cuba
We don't pretend to know enough about the situation in Cuba to
be able' to comment intelligently about United States policies. It is unfortunate but true that today the citizenry is no longer in a position
where it has sufficient information to do anything but trust in the
judgment and wisdom of those who are better informed.
The Commander-in-Chief has decided upon a definite course of
action which this nation is now obliged ,to take. The "Cuban issue"
is no longer, being treated as a political issue, and rightly so. If indeed
this is a crisis of the gravest concern for the United States, the removal of tlie issues from public debate is a price the editor believes we
should , be, arid must be, willing to pay. We must also accept the fact
that,. the price, for our security will probabl y be disapproval of our actions by significant sections of world opinion. We should be prepared
for manifestations of this unpopularity, although in the opinion of
the editor it should in no way deter us from the dangerous course
which we have chosen to take.
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Stu-G

No official business of Student
Government was transacted this
week because there was not a quorum presen t at the meeting.
The
following
announcements
were made :
1. All of the Student Government
Handbooks have not arrived yet.
When they do they will be distributed on the men 's side of campus
through the Fraternity Presidents
and Dorm counselors ; on the women's side of campus through the
Dorm Councils ; and for students
living off / campus , through the
Dean's offices.
2. Students are urged to use the
Co-Ed Dining facilities, as the establishment of this dining hall is a
definite forward step in the field
of social relations by the College.
3. Mr. Robert Gula , Chairman of
the Academic Life Committee, reported that Mr. J. McKenna, College "Librarian , said that starting
next week the two new study rooms
with the carrols will be open until
2 :00 a.m.
4. Next week's Stu-G meeting will
be in Lovejoy 215.
Marsha Palmer
Secretary

C ass of 'S3

Dear Senior :
On last Thursday, Oct. 18, the
senior class held its first all-class
meeting at the Averill auditorium.
The minutes of this meeting and
Tuesday's Senior Council will appear in next week's ECHO, but I
feel that one issue deserves immediate comment.
At the meeting, Connie Miller and
I asked the senior class to respond
to the call of Waterville's Community Chest fund raising program.
More seniors than were necessary
volunteered their time to canvas
"Wa.terville's most poverty stricken
areas. When the seniors returned
from their rounds of Monday and
Tuesday their envelopes contained
mere pennies. But those of us who
went from door to door through the
water-front slums ' returned with
much more than just a few pennies.
Elaboration here is unnecessary.
Although .only thirty seniors were
involved , I believe that our class
made a significant step t oward , nurturing true class spirit . To those
thirty : thank you . To the remainder of our class : the officers and
senior council will continue to plan
similarly rewarding projects for our
class. We hope that by next June
each senior will participate in
enough of the class ' activities to
manifest class unity.
Sincerely,
Ken Bobbins
Senior Class President

To The Edito r
On the night of October 22nd, the people of the United States of
America were required to accept their Tresident's denial of the sov- ^
ereignty of a foreign nation ' In the defense of a unit euphemistically
termed the "Western Hemisphere". Cuba is to be blockaded to the
extent that articles which, in the judgment of the United States Navy,
contribute to her . "offensive" power shall not be allowed to reach their
destination. (Any similarity to the boarding of American merchant
ships in the early 1800's by British ships of war being purely coincidental , as undoubtedly was the War of 1812.)
The President repeatedly stressed that the armaments of Cuba were
^
of an offensive nature. This might perhaps be a question of judgment, for in these days of potentially rapid warfare, it is difficult to
grasp where defensiveness stops, and offensiveness begins. Yet, the
tacit assumption behind such a judgment is that the Cubans have no
need, of defensive armaments for in the brief history of the Castro
regime, they have neither been attacked nor molested in any way;
therefore any armament must be offensive. The belief that the Cuban people should have sufficient faith in
their neighbors introduces the basic question or lightness. There are
many people who would argute that the Cuban people are under the
power of a dictator , and are being exploited militarily and economically by the Soviet Union. As dictatorship and exploitation are 'wrong',
per se, our actions are not wrong, for they are directed against an undesirable part of that nation. Yet there are 2 observations which might
at this point be made. The first is that the Cuban people may not see
Castro and Russian aid as distasteful, but that they may want this
state of affairs, reacting as they are against former American exploitation to the extreme degree of nationalism through any means. In
this connection , the American people have increasingly assumed the
Kiplingesque burden of jud ging Red socialism as undesirable at all
times, for all people, a judgment that hardly can be correctly made
in view of the difference in nationalities and national resources. The
second observation is that there is a certain confusion in regard to
separating two slightly different moral issues. The United States believes that as the regime is "wrong", any or all action taken against
it is therefore "a good thing." From this it logically follows that the
only governments entitled to freedom from our intervention are ones
with which we agree. Our government will not accept the right or
sovereignty of a nation with whose political philosophy it disagrees.
This is indeed a prejudiced view in an age when toleration and moderation may be the keys to1, survival.
The above does not advocate a national cowardice or ostrich-like
existence. It does, however, advocate the realization that 1) Cuba is,
to a certain degree, justified in arming herself defensively 2) that a
nation possessing a different form of government is entitled to its sovereignty 3) there are topics other than fraternities that can be raved
about.
Stuart D. Hardy

In regard to Mr. Traister's endorsement of the Independent candidate for U.S. Senator from Massachusetts, I think we can all agree
that the articulate Mr. Hughes is a man of principle and strong convictions. However, Mr. Traister only mentions Hughes' s'tand on disarmament. It is only fair that the student voters from Massachusetts
hear his positions on such issues as centralization of power in Washington , medical care, labor, and foreign policy.

Since Mr. Traister is not a resident of the Commonwealth, it is
doubtful if he saw "Brattle Street Forum" on July 12, 1962 of
WGBH-TV. All five Senatorial candidates ; Laurence Curtis, H. Stu^^^^^^^H^t-MX^M^^^M^S^H*
Y
*
art Hughes, Edward M. Kennedy, George Cabot Lodge and Edward
Y
'
Y
Y
t McCormack, Jr., discussed important issues and aspects of the camX
Y
paign. During the period ^Hughes stated that he was not concerned
with centralization of power in Washington.
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The Hu ghes position on medical care is for "a full national health

plan, tax-supported and available to all Americans of all ages,, regardless of ability." This plan would be similar to Great Britain's
introduced under the Labout government of Clement Atlee or the
plan introduced by C.C.F. Premiere Woodrow Lloyd -in Saskatchewan last summer.
As far as labor is concerned , Mr. Hughes would . "'. . . repeal those ,
provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act and Landrurn-Griffin laws which
limit the powers of unions without a fair appraisal of the actual ex-,
tent of that power". The object of recent labor legislation has not '
been to protect labor union, but to pr otect individual uni on members
from Big Management and Big Unionism.
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On f oreign policy Mr. Hughes would neutralize central Europe.
Thi s plan is similar to the Rapacki Plan proposed by the Communist

foreign minister of Poland. In Mr. Hughes' own words the plan
w ould im ply "the withdrawal of Western Germany from NATO."
Hughes' plan would also mean the U.S. forces and other . NATO
forces retreating from Berlin and West Germany.,, ,
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On the evening of Sept. 21, 1962, Hughes support ers w ere handing
but leaflets at South Station in Boston calling for a non-interventionGontinuod on Pago Two
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Sean O'Faolain
Speaks Of Art
And Sciences

By John Jerabek
Sean O'Faolain , Irish writer and
critic, explored the subject "Art and
Science : The Single Culture," in
the annual Phi Beta Kappa lecture
last Friday evening. An overflow
attendance , due in part to the large
number of parents attending, heard
Mr. O'Faolain , with a characteristic
Gaelic wit, assail the philosophy of
"the two cultures" propounded by
Britist author-scientist-civil servant
C. P. Snow. Snow has advanced the
idea that "an almost impossable
chasm ," attributable to a lack of
communication and deeply rooted
misconceptions, is creating opposing
and destructive forces within the
humanities and sciences.
In an approach to Snow , O'Faolain stated that we must regard him
as a man with, very powerful social
obligations thereby slanting his scientific opinions. In Snow's novels,
the scientist heroes are men who
have learned morality in dealing
with men. In dealing with the corridors of power, Snow is interested
in men only as public characters and
not in a psychological or emotional
examination of , them. O'JJaolain
called Snow's heavy reliance upon
the importance of technology and
science a "reformed education fox
the cold war." He rejected Snow's
view of culture as "something which
serves society." Rather, "he adopted
the one of T.S. Eliot who defines
culture as "a way of life . . . it is
all-embracing, unif ying,
indivi sible." Snow's two cultures are ac-
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Oxfo rd Debaters
Provide Lively Contest

Daily Special 11 to 8
In Addition to our regular menu.

Continued on Page Five
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Mon , - Corn Chowder
Baked Sausage
Grilled Salisbury Steak
Roast Pork

$1.00
l.OO
1.25

Wed. - Chicken Rice Soup
Smothered Beef & Onions
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
Baked Meat Loaf

$1.00
.95
l.OO

> Thurs. - Vegetable Soup
New England Boiled Dinner
j.
Chicken A la King
! .
I'
Beef Steak Pie
Fri. - Fish Chowder
Baked Haddock
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Fried Haddock

;
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USED AND NEW
|
LEON TIBBETTS
164
Water
St., Hallowell , Me. ;
;

$1.00
1.00
l.OO
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7" FOR COLBY STUDENTS
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and
Fairfield Near K eyos Fiber
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Harold B. Berdeen

"We Give You Service "
Job , Novolty & Soolal Printing
88 Pleasant St.
Watorvillo
Telephone TR 3-3434

Separates |
;

I

"Good Shoos for
College Men and Women '•
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GALLERT
SHOE STORE
-
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61 Main Stroot
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WITH THE THEME OF H OMECOMING

j

THE YARN SHOP

1
i

YARN

Main Street
'

.
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PARK 'S
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DINER

Main Stroot

Waterville , Maine
WH ER E QU ALITY ,
SE R V I C E AND
\

Waterville

'

'

Maino

Charge Accounts

SHOP

'

Watorvillo
'
¦
'
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reminds you of our Special Selection of Goods
which provide additional excitement
and warmth that is so fitting
\
for Homecoming.
"OUR GOODS" AVAILABLE AT

¦

i

^

Look in

is to be found at

|=«^

1
°
j
|
S
f

The Hillside Riding stable has |
recentl y opened and welcomes g
all!
I

"*- «'

All-American

oports

I

The W.A.A. entertained Lawrence Hi gh School for a hockey
clinic , on the afternoon on October 17.
«
•
*

Sn nvrci

j
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FREE DELIVERY

The

'
o ^^j ^rV^:
£*n "

Including — Soup, Tea, Coffee,
Pudding, Jello or
RummeFs Ice Cream
¦

8

There will be a meeting held g
at Lawrence H igh School to plan g
for a basketba ll clinic to be held !
on November 17. The purpose off
the clinio will be to demonstrate !
and discuss the use of the roving §
player .
ft

Chine's Washed and Ironed 30c each
Special Get Acquainted Offer on Now

\ ^r ^^^^^^{. '

COMP LET E DINNER S
-

J

The Women 's Athletic Associa- S
tion takes great pleasure in we!- g
coming Lynn Seidenstucker , the g
new ly elected F reshman Repre- S
sentative , to the boar d.
|
Io
•
•
*

More exciting than the conflict
of ideas, most of which are about
dead issues, was the contrast of debating styles. After the formality of
the American style of debating, it
was refreshing to' hear a witty,
quick , subtle, and remarkably factual exchange that occurred between the two men from Oxford at
the close of the debate. The Britains
left the audience in complet e awe
after the engagement. While we are
paying great tribute to the Oxford
debaters, we must not forget Peter
Hart and Jack Friberg, two relatively inexperienced debaters who
turned in excellent j obs.

>^
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W.A.A. NEWS
j
On October 12 , three Colby a
representatives , Jud y Fassett , !
Cindy Wullin g, and Leslie Su- |
tfierland , set out for Forest !
Hill s, New "Y ork to partici pate !
in the Eastern College tennis §
tournament
which I a s t e d |
throughout the " weekend. Man y g
colleges were represented nobly, |
as was Colby.
|

The Negative countered by showing that Berlin could be defended
with conventional weapons. They
argued that the West has a moral
obligation to fight for West Berlin ,
and that the West must therefore
keep its commitment.

Ik-

$1.00 j
' , 1.25 !
l.OO |

¦

Following the debate a capacity
crowd of 300 students, faculty, and
friends, voted by a slim majority
for the negative team, which had
proposed fighting for West Berlin.
The Affirmative rested its case on
the fact that any attempt to defend
"West Berlin from Communist attack must he through nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. Thus,
they argued , giving up two million
West Berliners is better than subjecting two thousand million human
beings to death from nuclear war. .
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$1.00
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$1.00
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SPECIAL EVERY WEEK

I
!

Sun. - Tomato Rice
Baked Salisbury Steak
Roast Chicken & Rice
Broiled Single Pork Chop

-

I

\ ¦ S P R I N G ST. L A U N D R A M A I D
10 Spring St.
Waterville
I.

$1.25
1.00
.95

'

of Oxford.
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Sat. - Chicken Noodle
Pot Roast of Beef
Chicken Pie
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce

'

By Stu Rakoff
On Monday evening the Colby College Forensic Society presented a
debate , featuring two alumni of the Oxford Union and two Colb y
students. The question of the debate was : Resolved : That this house
refuses to fight for West Berlin. Taking the affirmative were Peter
Hart '64 , of Colby, and John McDonnel of Oxford . The negative
position was taken by John Friberg , '64 , of Colby, and William Madel

'
'

'

'

['

CLEANL INESS PREVAIL

!-Open Dav and Night
i

"Julius Caesar" Soon
To Be Presented

On November 2 and .3, at 8:00
p.m., Julius Caesar, Powder and
Wig's production of the year, will
be presented at tbe -Waterville Op-

?

I
if
I

Have

I

You

I

I

|

era House. Directed by Dr. Irving
Suss , tbe great Shakespearean tragedy will be performed in full except for the omission of a few unimportant scenes.

Bruce lytic, Lawrence Martin, David Hatch, John Baxter , and Allen
Hubbard , Ken Murray, Lawrence
Angelo, Wayne. Winters, Jay. Smith ,
James Woodward, Jon Vore, and
Charles
Poirier.
Starring in tbe title role is "Frank
Kirby j his enemy and assassin BruThe costuming for the play will
tus is portrayed by Stan Cramer ; be authentic, using true Roman.
John O'Connor as Marc Antony will styled togas and tunics. Close redeliver the famous funeral oration. productions of weapons will also be
The female leads are Lynne David- employed.
^
son as Calpurnia
and Claudia Fugere as Portia. Tom Curtis as Cas- Tickets for the production as well
sius and James Simpson-as Octav- as P & W subscription, tickets will
ius form the rest of the triumvirate be on sale at the Spa every day
Other members of the cast include f rom '9 :30-12 noon.
i
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WHIPPER 'S PIZZA ¦
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AT ANY TIME
FOR 8 ORDERS.
~ Waterville
—3-4812
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Where The Girls Are!

i

AND ITALIAN SANDWICHES

| Shelter?
?
Et Tin, Brute?

/
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RUMMEL'S — Silver Street
Ice Cream - Snack Bar
.-
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.Where the Boys Are!

.

ICE CREAM — SNAC K BAR

1

Contem porary Trends — Ithaca

g

j

Modern Design , Inc. — Wa shington

j

j

Design Research — Cambrid ge

I

j

Gunnar Samson — Boston

I

j

East Norwicli House — N.Y.

I

Wilburts — N.Y.

IN MAI NE ITS

FOR GOOD CONTEMPORARY
DESIGN —

j
\ \ j* 7
i <-^«==*

|

|

Sarah's Own 100% Combed Cotton, fineweave gabardine. Wash >n wear for easy > >
¦eare- Iy y or popular beltless model. Colors : ;|
Elephant , B eige, Black , Charcoal. Waist : ;
28" to 44" - Length 28 to 34 inches.
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^Subtle plaids
^a^to harmonize with your smart-
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RUMMEL'S —. Silver Street

Danish Home — Philadelphia
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OasuaI Slacks
\
as you like them
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"Head of the Class" Corduroy slacks cut !
for comfort and good
looks. Super
midwale
C3
l
corduroy tailored in traditional "Ivy " model
with trimly tapered legs, adjustable inside
tabs and narrow cuff less bottoms Colors :
Olive. Taupe. Waste ; - 28" to ,38", Lengths
¦ -

¦¦
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Cajiaan House j
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SEAN O'FAOLAIN
Continued-From Page Three
tually "two stances ," beneficial to
one's own situation. Mr". O'Faolain
humorous/ly rejected Snow 's . assertion thai; The Second Law of Thermodynamics is just as important as
the works of Shakespeare. A man
need not be an encyclopedia , just
as no man is a complete scientist or
humanist ; men have private lives
also. Snow has oversimplified his
views to the degree that they
strengthen the mythical image of
the infallible scientist in „ the white
jacket. Science is constantly modified and corrected as to its uncertainties , indeterminacies and probabilities. O'Faolain stated the uncertainties of the scientist confirmed
his own changing impressions as an
artist. ¦ ""
He presented the view that the
scientist proceeds in his work as the
artist does, "with a plunge in the
dark ." The' artist' s visions are the
scientist's hypotheses. He said that
'.Snow knows that the scientist is not
void of the mysterious in even the
simplest of discoveries ; Snow is torn
between the arts and sciences and
is bothered by the insignificant dissemination of scientific knowledge.
According to O'Faolain , the sciences and humanities are inseparable
since both are exploring different
parts of the same territory and each
make discoveries complementary to
and dependent on each other. He
briefly described how our changing
concepts of the nature of matter
have affevted philosophy, religion &
art . Bach field must be the lifeblood of the other. Above all, individual experience is a daily experiment of the utmost importance
to these fields.
In concluding, he said he felt that
Snow was putting an undue emphasis on the imp ortance of science
and technology in the cold war. This
will lead to . governmental and politcal controls oyer the scientific fields
and will be detrimental to research
in particular where intellectual autonomy is inherent to its free development. In essence, we must recognize that the world is made up of
individual minds.
TO THE EDITOR
Continued from Page Two
ist stand in regard to Cuba. Hughes
also stated in the same leaflet that
it would be wise to send the Peace
Corps into Cuba.
Mr. Traister's accusation that
George Cabot Lodge is guilty of
nepotism is ridiculous. Granted :
Henry Cabot Lodge , Sr ., was Senator until the mid 1920' s, and Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., was Senator
fr om 1937 to 1942 and fr om 1947
t o 1953. Now , using Mr. Traister's
crit eria, *H. Stuart Hughe s is also
guilty of nepotism. His grandfather,
Charles Evans Hughes, was Governor of New York , the unsuccessful

!
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TR 3-3268

Coach Mike Loebs ' Colby
cermen have posted wins
Babson , Lowell Tech , Boston
iversity, Norwich , Nichols
Brandeis.
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TONY'S
FABULOUS

j
!

Call Ahead and Have Your
Order Waiting
Above $4 - Free Delivery
T R 2-9731
Open Sundays at 1 :0O p.m.

j
i
i
!
i

\
Italian Sandwiches and Pizzas j
At the Rotary
|

socover
Unand
i

Adolpfi ' Raup, of Austria , a
Colby sophomore , is tied for second among New England scoring
leaders. He has nine goals to
date.
•
The Mules take on Bowdo in
Saturday in the .first game of
the soccer state serie s in history.
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What The American People Are Like

Why has the cover of the FalloutShelter pamphlet been \printed in
yellow ? Maybe this is the yellow of
age ; the yellow of something prematurely old , ready to die. Maybe
it is the yellow of the cowering,
frightened animal ; shivering in his
semi-protective cave, hoping to be
overlooked, by his enemy, his assailant ; maybe even himself. Probably
a more basic question that can be
asked is the reason for such a pamphlet at all. Does not the publication of this bulletin in itself show
and delineate a people's fear ? The
fear of having to fi ght for one's life
alone, the fear , of providing, of vegetating independently; independent
of the "mother-hen" protection of
"qualified" authority. Wh en th e
mother hen's head has been severed , she runs around flailing, heating, crashing into Red brick walls
— for several minutes — until her
blood on the barn-yard dust tells
the story of her young, .her protectress ; seeing her brainless panic ,

•
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if
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W

do fchey not too run stricken — who,
where to hide?
The American of today cannot
stand alone — cannot stand oiitside
his sheltering society ; dare not
wander from her wing. Community
is the key — "united we stand,"
yet maybe divided , we stand a little less stooped ; maybe divided we
will fall, yet with our shoulders
thrown a little further back. The
concept of living, even of surviving in America in 1962 is unquesitive interdependence on each other
tionably the unquestioning blind
faith in interdependence. Why not
man stand alone? Why be man so
afeared to stand alone ? This definis surely not the trait of the eighteenth century American ; the struggling, alone, persisting American.
He who had fear but ' took himself
to meet that fear, not having to
drag his neighbors with him to help
find himself in a wilderness.
The American ' today is that salContinued on Page Seven
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SENIORS
] SENIORS are remin ded to
; sign up for portrait sittings for
the Oracle. A $4.00 sitting fee
is due and payable on the date
of tho sitting.

I

DENNI80N SUPPLIES
STUDIO GREETING CARDS
ROYAL TYPEWRITE RS
Sales - Servlos - Rental
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

I
j

170 Main Street
Waterville, Maine

]
]
]
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y tha th

Super Shjrt Laundry !
i .'

¦

¦

pry Cleaners
Baoho lor Bundle Service
-

74a Elm Stroot
TR 2-G461

satisf action of knowing that they are helping
preserve the very future of America.
How can you become an Air Force Officer?
H y°u are a college senior and not currently
enrolled in ROTC, Air Force Officer Training
School provides an opportunity to qualify for
a wide variety of career fields, The graduate of
this three-month course receives a commission
as a second lieutenant. As the Air Force
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importance.
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and feel-perhaps a little more deepl
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Others—about the world we live in, the future For full information—including the opportunity
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I Other teams in the running are
] Hartford , MIT , Wesleyan , Amherst , Bridgeport , Williams and
Yale. - All are unbeaten.

PIZZAS and SU BS

¦y

r

] The . Mules , with a 6-1 record ,
> have been beaten only by unde! feated Spri ngfiel d , also one of
] the teams being considered for
> the November 17 tournament
i which will earn the winner a
berth in the national champion- ships , Nov . 22-24.

Corner of Front & Tomplo

Tol. 2-0820
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STATIONERS

FOR
FLOWERS
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BERRY'S

CARLS
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BOB-IN
RESTAURANT

-

i Irv Schtn ids , chai rman of the
! New England selection conimit] tee, has announced that Colby is
' one of nine teams under consider] ation for the New England In| tercollegiate soccer playoffs.

Tailors , Cl oanoro & Dy ers
Repairin g and Alteration *
on Ladies ' an d Man 's Garment s
22 Main Street
1

-

Two new dormitories at Tufts
University, Houston Hall and Tilton Hall, were recently dedicated.
Tilton Hall for women honors the
late Jqhn P. Tilton, a graduate of
Colby, class of 1923. He was senior
vice presiden t and provost of Tufts
University. He served a's a member
of the faculty and administration of
Tufts for 32 years. At the time of
his death in 1959, President Wessell
of Tufts said , "We have lost a cornerstone." Present at the dedication were Dr. 'Tilton's widow ,. now
Mrs. Ralph Sayward, and his sister , Miss Ruth Tilton.

(Editor 's Note : The followin g is]
reprinted
from the WATER -]
VILLE SENTINEL.)
]
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Dorm Dedicated
.At Tufts

Republican Presidential candidate in
1916 , Secretary of State and Chief
Justice. Also, Mr. Hughes' father
was once Solicitor General of the
United States.
Neil Mackinnon, 1963

!

we face. They ask, "How can I make my career to earn graduate degrees at Air Force expense,
really meaningful? More than just personally —see the Air Force Selection Team when it
. , visits your college, visit your local Air Force
rewarding?".
y And many of today's most successful young ' a^S^^
mio ^S^Sf
^
people are finding a fulfilling answer to these S^oaT nSSV
'
^
'
w X0lK '
questions as officers on the Aerospace Team... .
'
the United States Air Force. They can tell you ,• B E ' A M *
HP
that no career could better combine the o'pporS B Jfo mm BBf a J""f m_W_ffc_ft
tunity for achievement-and the deep inner
Va VM -Tlfff B %/t f*(p
MR AMERICA 'S FUTURE AND YOUR 0WN...J0W THE AEROSPACE TEAM.
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Trinity Tramples Colby
22 .8; 4000 Watch

By Bruce Lytic
Trinity College sent the Colby Mules reeling to their fifth straight
set-back with a rumbling 22-8 conquest over the Mayflower Hill
forces. With their forward wall charging far better than the Mules'
line, Trinity was able to roll up 303 yards on the ground while stalling the Mule ground attack. The Bantams were also able to pierce the
Colby secondary for 92 yards gained on passes.

Trinity kicked off- but Colby's attack lasted only for one set of
downs. Bi n k y Smith pu nted to th e
Trinity 47-yard line. Seven plays
later , the Bantams smudged the
chalk of the Mule goal-line as Carl
Lundberg plunged over from the
one-yard line. In the course of this
drive , the visitors from Hartford ,
Conn, ripped off four first downs
with Johnny Szumczyk and Tom
Calabrese doing damage between the
tackles and around the ends.
Late in the first period , the
Simpson forces looked as if they
might roll. With Binky Smith and
Fred Goodwin ripping off consistent
yardage , Colby moved to the opposition 's 15 yard line. However, some
unfortunate end sweeps and a 15yard penalty stalled the Mule drive.
Trinity immediately capitalized by a
psychological advantage. Thrusting
through the middle of the Colby
line and through the air -with quick
' passes , the Bantams drove down
field and eventually romped in from
the ten-yard line with Szumczyk doing the final- damage. The try for
extra points was good and Trinity
led 16-0. Bob Whitehouse returned
the ensuing kick-off to midfield Herb O'Neill ripped off left tackle
for two long gains to the Trinity
15-yard line. A pass to Bruce Waldman gave the Mules a first down
inside the Bantanv 10-yard line. Unfortunately, the attack stalled once
more as end sweeps were -unsuccessful. The half ended with Trinity
resting upon a 16-0 lead.
The . Muies came out for the.;second half determined to score. Two
short passes gave the Simpsonites
¦the ball on the Trinity 42-yard line.
Dick Jtobbat took Ken Palmer's
snap from center, eluded two tacklers and rifled a pass to end Gary
Ross standing in the clear for a
touchdown. Robbat's pass to Bing
Bacson gave Colby the extra points
and narrowed tho score to 16-8.
Going into the fourth quarter,
4000 spectators saw Colby and Trinity now engaged in some impressive
defensive football. However, the
Bantams , forced back m their territory, wore blessed with luck. A
punt to a wicked bounce and bounded all the way'to the Colby 21 yard
lin o. This event seemingly disheartened the Mules , for they were unable to initiate and thus were forced
to punt to the Bantams. Trinity
quickly swept down field. Don Taylor 's pass from 25 yard s out culminated tho drive. The try for tho
extra points was not successful , and
tho score stood 22-8. Neither Colby
n or Trinit y was able t o scor o again ;
thu s the final scoro stood 22-8.
Thi s Saturd ay, tho Mulos will entertain a Homecoming crowd by opposing tbe Polar Boars of Bowdoin
in the firs t encounter in State Scri es competition , A victory ovor the
al so winloss Bears could be tho
spark that will ignite the Mulos.
How ev er , tho forces from Bowdoin
did look impressive last week in losing 7-0 to a powerful "Williams Col-

lege eleven. Certainly, no reason exists why the Mules shouldn't start
winning. They have talent both in
the line and in the backfield. With
a lower charging line, with a more
sustained attack , and with a fair
share of breaks , the Mules could
get upon the winning trail and become an outstanding candidate for
State Series honors. The contest at
1:30 p.m. against Bowdoin could
well tell the story .

ROTC Cadets Will
Hear CoL Clasby
Of Air University

Chapl ain , Colonel

On "Friday, November. 2, 1962,
Chaplain , Colonel William J*. Clasby, command chaplain of Air University, will address the AiPROTC
Cadets at Colby College on "The
Moral Responsibilities of a Cadet."
Chaplain Clasby will arrive on
the Colby campus about 10 a.m.
Following meetings with college and
Air Force official s, h e will att end
a luncheon with Norman Pittenger ,
visiting theologian and Ingraham
lecturer , and th e , Colby Fa unity. At
1:15 p.m. he will speak to the Corps
of Cadets and then meet with them
at an informal reception.
Colonel Clasby's address will commence a series of lectures to be given to the cadets on tho position of
the Air Force nnd of the United
States in world aff airs , on Air Force
life , military leadership, and on the
requirements for professional achievement.
Ch aplain , Colonel Clasby, a native
of Los Altos , California received his

Member of tho
, FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE .CORPORATION
Watorvillo
i

Maino

By Rod Gould
Colby 's soccer Mules sent the
Judges of Brandeis back to Waltham last Friday with a humiliating
7-2 belting. The victory was the
sixth for the Mules against ' one defeat . Coach Loebs showed considerable mercy to the vanquished byplaying his substitutes most of the
second half. "Rau p, Njoya , and company, scored six times in the first;
half , making the unfortunate Brandeis goalie look much like an invisible man.
Leading the assault was Adolph
Raup who notched a hat . trick
(three goals) . The play of Jean-Piaul
Njoya was tremendous; on several
occasions the crowd roared its approval of his exploits. Other scorers
were Tom Andrews, Pete Ives, Bob
Lewis, and Dave Kelley. The Play
of Bruce Ansnes also looked impressive.
Loebs was very happy the way
the team performed in the first part
of the game. He hastened to add
that: "Our team will have to play
their best game (tomorrow) in order
to meet the challenge of Bowdoin."
Both Bates and Bowdoin — the
competition in the State Series —
have strong teams. The Bowdoin
game tomorrow morning is a vital
one ; in their last effort , the Polar
Bears toppled Bates .4-1, and as a
result lead the league in State Series play.
B.A. fr om St. Patrick's Seminary
and has done post graduate work in
the field of Philosophy at Georgetown University, Washington , D.C.
Entering the military service in
February, 1942 as an Army Air
Force "Chaplain , he has served ais
Staff Chaplain for air divisions in
many parts of the world , was Inspector General for the United
States Air Force Chaplains , NortoiiA.IT.B., California, and prior to his
present assignment was chief , of the
Professi onal Division in the Office,
Chief of Air Force Chaplains , Washington , D. 0.
Chaplain Clasby is the founder of
"Our Lady's Knights of the Skies ,"
a confraternity of 100,000 Cath olic
airmen and has 'been awarded the
Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf
Clu st er , and the Commendation
Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster, He
has held speaking engamements all
over the country at colleges and
conventions and serves as guest lecturer at th e . Air University to
Squadron 's Offi cer Sch ool , Command . and Staff College, and Academic Instructor School. He has
also presented talks on tbe ABO
and NBC radio networks and was
guest speaker at Westminster Cath edr al in London , England.
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By M org McGinley
Small rewards for a Saturday spent in the press box : The writer
learns to spell two names, both of them belonging to Trinityites. Repetition of Szumcz^ck and Calabrese over the loud speaker has us scanning the program. We will remember the names of these backs. They
murdered us this afternoon. Or rather , -we murdered ourselves.
A good memory is required to recall the last time that a Colbyfootball team looked as bad as the Mules did against Trinity. Astride
an adjacent chair in the big., green booth overlooking the field is a
Hartford sportswriter , who we remember as a friend of a relative.
The reporter from the Insurance City brings greetings from Aft McGinley, an uncle, who is at present writing the Yale game for the
HARTFORD TIMES. Yale is winning, but the Mules are not.
The Hartford writer reminds us that Trinity is a good club, and
that they had not previously played up to potential. Still, the spectacle which the Blu'e-and-Gray is putting on is not worthy of a topflight high school team in many ways. Colby is not. performing the
basic things well. Their tackling is atrocious and the offensive blocking is bad. Arm tackling seems the order of the day, and the three
or four players leading the end sweeps on offense are missing blocks
time and again. There is no crisp, hard play characteristic of Mule
football teams. This is an afternoon of disaster.
Even some of the more dependable performers are disappointing.
In the line, the tackling is high , and the Trinity ball carriers are able
to drive for three and four additional yards after they have been initially hit. The bull-like Szumczyck rips off long gains in the first half ,
and the light but quick Calabrese is able to move through the Mule
line because he is not being hit by sharp tackling. When he is hit
high , as is most often the case, he spins and breaks free for more gains.
So, when the afternoon is finall y come to an end, Trinit's running
game has amassed 300 and some odd yards.
And in the air the Bantams have little difficulty. In the first lhalf
they connect nearly every time they throw the ball. This fact makes
one speculate what would have been the outcome had the Hartford
team chosen to throw the long pass more often.
This encounter is not one of bad breaks for the Simpsonites. If anything, the Blue and Gray lies on the plus side of the luck column.
First, there comes to mind the Colby punt for which Trinity signals
a fair catch. The ball is dropped , however, and bounds away to the
15 yd. line. It is free to grab, and the Mules are there, but they overrun the ball, and a wonderful opportunity is missed. Then , on another
series of downs the Bantams allow a pit-out to escape, and the Colbyites have a chance to nail the loose pigskin on the 20 yd. line. Again
they do not come up with it, when it appears that they have the best
opportunity to recover. Advantages like this do not knock often.
The offensive punch is missing, too. The Mules are unable to spring
Binky Smith or anyone else. They get opportunities, but they stall
each time.
Sportswriters present are in agreement that this is not the Mule
team that it should be. That the Colby team can be so ineffectual
on offense and defense both seems beyond explanation. Still, what
happens on the field of battle is reality, and potentiall y is of no significance.
A bad humor forces us to avoid parents at post-game festivities.
The state series is the featured item soon , and Colby must show 100
percent improvement. By this time in the season , there is no speculation to be'done. Who can figure out this Colby.footbali team ?
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Raup Leads Mules
Iii 7-2 Romp Of
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LOC ATION
Next To The
' Federal Tr ust

Open 9:30 to 5:30
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Janna "Vaughn , Tau D elta Phi ;
Barbara "Wise, Lambd a Chi Alpha;
Lynn Seidenstuecker , Zeta Psi ;
Gretchen Herchleb , Pi Lambd a Phi ;
Gayle Jobson , Phi Delta • Theta ;
Vickie Rubin, Kappa Delta Rho ;
and Rebecca Cummings, Delta Kappa Epsilon,
The annual DU Bike race will be
held Saturday morning. The interfraternity woodsmen's meet will
take place Saturday at 1:45, and
the Colby football team will meet
Bowdoin at 1:30.
Each house will have a band for
the Saturday afternoon ' and evening parties .

Delta Kappa Epsilon — Sat. aft.
and night — Henry Zilch of Boston.
Delta Upsilon — Fri . and Sat.
- The brass section features Don
aft. — Piano player. Sat. night —
Nelson on the trombone. He is a
UNH , Harold Bein
former member of the Tony Pasteur
Lambda Chi Alpha —: Sat. aft.
Orchestra.
and night—D. B. and the washouts
Don.Spear plays the lead trumPhi Delta Theta — Sat. night —
pet. He has performed with both
Johnny and the Treble Tones
Johnny Long and "Freddie Martin .
Pi Lambda Phi — Sat . aft. and
The band itself is the type that
night — Spooks from Bowdoin
is becoming increasingly popular at
Tau Delta Phi — Sat. aft. — Jess
College functions through the counand the Intruders. Sat. night —
try. Kn.ow>n as territory bands ,
UNH guitar group .
these local groups take the place of
Zeta Psi — Sat. aft. Silver Dol-the big name bands who used to
lar band. Sat. night —¦ World of
tour the country but no longer do
Mirth from Chez Paree
so because of the expense involved.
Kappa Delta Rho — afternoon
Alpha Delta Phi — Sat. aft. — cocktail party and the Intruders.
The homecoming queen will be
announced at the dance. Candidates Claude Noel — Jazz. Sat. night
CAMPUS COMMENT
are Diane Mason , Alpha Delta Phi ; Dave Blumenthal — dance band .
Alpha Tau Omega — Sat. aft. and
Kitty Maloy, Alpha Tau Omega ;
Continued from Page Five
Katherine Chin, Delta Upsilon ; night — "Ramrodlow creature , that yellow sanguine,
clothed , necktied , and bi-pedded
animal who must believe that -which
his rulers push on him. He must beDIAL TR 2-8051
BENOST CARON , Proprietor
i
lieve because to doubt the majority
means to fear it. To scream and bewail some heavenly ruler for salvation along with 6,000 other screamWE SPECIALIZE IN
|
ing and bewailing, sweating and digesting, panicked celebrationers re!
STEAKS - CHOPS - BARBECUED CHICKEN
lieves the shame of screaming and
SEA FOOD - HOME COOKING
[
bewailing. To look and see another,
ALWAYS A PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU
dressed like yourself , panicked also,
comforts
; though the situation reWATERVILLE , MAINE
| 55 MAIN STREET
mains — though the yellow blotto
bombs still fall.
HOMECOMING - 1962
Continued from Page One
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Inhabitants of America (formerly,
the United States) though attaching
the price of their lives to the possession of a "f all-out shelter,"
though embracing the assumption
that a nice pine-panelled, TVed
fall-out shelter constitutes their
only chance for thermo-nuclear survival , still must be coyly led to this
purchase by the promise of fortyfive million green-stamps, with
which they can run to their favorite
supermarket and pick out a shiny,
chromed , yellow Cadillac automobile, or a new push-button yellow
refrigerator — catch a fission bomb
and put it in your ice-cube compartment. Yes , and those fused hydrogen and oxygen molecules, coming out of that ice cube tray, contain America 's tragedy : Don't go
out in your earth , and dig a hole,
and put your vittles in the cool
ground . . .

With all these impli ed tr aits of

housed within some hollowed-out
Vesuvius . of a mountain, complete
with ping-pong tables and black
ping pong balls. Apparently, the
reader is made to believe that once
fifty-megaton bombs start dropping
all over this eroded , burned-forest
land of ours, that old American favorite , Slavery ; with her bastard
daughter Segregation, will be stricken from the unbiased, uncluttered
mind of Mr. Doe and his family Apparently. the family that stays
together will not necessarily be that
which prays together , but actually,
the family which builds its own cellar fall-out shelter-playroom. The
will to live, however, after spending
eight days in a fallout shelter, will
probably be sacrificed anyway, when
the pater's supply of cigarettes is
exhausted, f or how is he to sit and
read and wait and listen , without
his shiny-white cancer stick. Would
Death but end his nerve-jangled
misery. Funny how his hand shakes
without it , knowing the air . he
breathes may contain radioactive
particles , instead of bits of ash.
Will the radioactve particles cause
"smoker's cough?"

red , white and blue Americana, what
traits of that good citizen , that Platonic plis-dweller, John Doe, have
been excluded ? Why no mention of
religion in the yellow pamphlet ?
Why no mention of fall-out shelters
At the end , the essayist finds
ia Albany Georgia: one for the
Blacks , with cold showers, nearest himself presupposing that the cover
the booming target-metropolis of of this pamphlet was printed, with
Atlanta : and one for the Whites , a test-product — the worn-out liver
bile of a worried and scared , yet
stalwart an d honest , American.
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j sculptured head in antique silver I
|— jeweled turban , earring, col- !
l iar — exquisite detail — like the a
[ real thing , $4 which includes FT I
] and postage . Mrs. M. H. Beer , 1
! 295 Madison Avenue , New York f
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Reflectio ns of Telstar
success that glowed brightly on the faces of all who
Remember the picture above? (t flashed across your
shared in the project.
television screen on a hot night last July.- Perhaps
from
France.
And
you remember that it originated
Their engineering, administrative and operations
that it reached the U. S. via Telstar,the world's first
k*
S ns created Telstar and are bringing its benefits
private enterprise communications satellite.
down out of the clouds to your living room.
Since that summer night,the Bell System's Telstar
These Bell System people,through their talented,
has relayed electronic signals of many types-tele- - dedicated efforts,make your phone service still better,
vision broadcasts,telephone calls,news photographs, more economical, and more useful.
and others.
Tne re fi ections of Telstar are many.
v
But there's one Telstar reflection you might have
^_^
missed. Look into the faces of the Bell System people f f& \ n-ni t«i am«.ama l«AmnaniAft
Compa nies

below and you'll see It It is the reflection of Telstar's MM?
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Home Styl e Cooking
American & Syrian Food
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PROFESSOR
E. NEAL HARTLEY
CHAIRMAN of the Region I
Selection Committee of t h e
Woodrow Wilson National Pel-,
lowshlp Foundation is Professor
E. Ncal Hartley of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology..
A Harvard graduate . Professor
Hartley has taught history at
M.I.T, since 1940. Prom- 1949 to
1054 he was also research historian for the Saugus Ironworks
restoration. In World War II .ho
was an officer in tho Naval Reserve.
*.
Competition f o r t h e 1000
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships for
1903-04 is now under way. Any
faculty member at any college
or univdrslty In Maine, Massachusetts, New Hnmpshlro or
Vermont or in tho Canadian
provinces of Now "Brunswick ,
Newfoundland , Quebec or Prince
Edward Island may send ' nominations to Professor Hartley between now and October 31,

l

NATIONWIDE STUDENT
Continued from Page One
cooperation and assistance from
TJSNSA. The 15th National Student
Congress mandated NSA's national
staff to assist USSPA and its press
service in every way possible. "USSPA retains full and complete control of its policies as an autonomous
oraganization .
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FriZ-Sat. -Sun.
2 Hilarious Hits

"THE FUNNIEST
,
S/DE- SPLITT/N GEST TH/NQ
I WE'VE SEEN IN YEARS!"
I
-McCer/J's

One of the primary purposes of
the founding of USSPA was the
organization of a full time student
press bureau . It was decided that
this press service would be open to
all student newspapers , regardless
of membership in USSPA. The cost
of the service is the same to all
student publications , on a graduated scale according to ability to pay,
on a national average. The USSPA
will send periodic mailing, according to frequency of publication. All
publications airmail their product
to the national office to facilitate
gathering of information on campus
events of significance. Specially
written stories are often sent in for
national distribution.

experience at Andover, . under the
supervision of senior Andover teachers , and a second year of study at
a graduate school ¦in the United
States or abroad , aided by a grant
from the Teaching Fellowship, rogram.
The fields open to Teaching Fellows are limited to English, History
( except American), Ancient and
Modern Languages, Biology, Chemistry , General Science, Art , Music,
Religion , and Physical JEducation.
Each Teaching Fellow received a
grant of $1500. Each married Fellow
receives $2000. During the second
year $3000 , will be granted to a married Fellow , and $2500 for a single
Fellow.
The deadline for receipt of applications is January 14, 1963. Announcements of appointments will be
made by March 4, 1963.

Future Teachers
Invited To App ly
For Fellowships Volunteers Aided
Ifljy nr 01
A Teaching Fellowship Program
W^M'^-r*
Depressed Areas
has been organized by Phillips Ac-

I8

The United States students rep! seminaries,
resented 157 colleges , 1
and 6 medical and graduate schools.
For the most part they took care
of their own travel expenses and
their day-to-day living needs. In
some
cases they "bunk ed in churchNEW YORK , Oct. 19 — About
ademy, Andover. A two year proes
and
cooked their own meals, paygram , it includes a year oi practical 650 college-age and adult volunteers
_.?
.
_______
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1 Tarzan Goes to India "
| Cinemasco pe & Color
2
and
j Damon & Pythias
in Color
\.
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ing for supplies from stipends that
encouraged austerity buying.
Working: seminars in New York
City, New Mexico, and Los Angeles
helped others relate their experience on the job to their faith as
Christians. Study seminars in East
Asia, New York , and Hessen , Germany, combined work with fullscale study of some of the major
issues facing Christians in areas of
rapid change.
General information about 1963
summer service possibilities and information about community service,
volunteer and work camp projects
in the United States is available
from Student Summer Service, room
1206, 475 Riverside Drive, New
York 27 , N.Y. Data about overseas
projects and work camps is available from the Office of Student
World 'Relations, room 924, the
same address. Information about
study programs , working seminars,
and stateside ecumenical projects ,
may be obtained from Presbyterian
Summer
Service,
Witherspoon 1
Building, Philadelphia 7, Pa.
' Biuld-08
. '

Thermo Heat Control
Wail to Wall Carpets

ARNOLD

Modern Brick
Fireproof - Free T.V.

MO TEL

Between Watervill e and Fairfield

I

Colby College Nearby
C LYDE & THERESA ARN OLD , Props.
SWIMMING POO L
GIFT SHOP - COFFEE SHOP
TEL. EACH UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALK ER , AAA , SUPERIOR
Direct to Canada
Routes 201, 100 and 11
Tel. 453-7318
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went out under United Presbyterian
auspices this summer to help with
the church' s work in some of the
depressed areas of the world.
They took part in block clean-ups
in Kansas City, Mo., taught Puerto
Rican girls to make clothes out of
surplus parachutes , helped with ' a
"homemaker service" that aids
working or ill mothers in,Juneau,
Alaska, cleaned up churches and
community centers, taught Bible
classes, did religious surveys, and
were generally aides of the church
in most states of the United States
and in 28 other countries. . ¦¦
Of the group 406 were assigned
summer jobs . at mission points in
the United States and the West Indies. About 20 of the group were
from 10 nations other than the United States.
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PLUS — The Comedy
Hit to keep you laughing!
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Terry-Thomas \
I
I "MAKE MINE MINK"
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" Broad Humor " — NY Times
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Giguere 's
Barber Shop
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Tel. 872-8021
154 Main Street
Waterville , Maine
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FLO' S
GREENHOUSE
188 SI LVER ST.
WATERVILL E, MAINE
Phons TR 2-8013

Flowers Telegraphed
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28 Offloes In tho
" Heart of Maine "
Mom bor Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
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DIAMBRI'S
FINE FOOD FOR
COLBY STUDENTS
I
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TRY OUR SPAGHETTI

"Tareyton 's Dual Filter in duas partes diviscs est! "

says Titus (The Chisel) Aurelius , Ars '63 B.C. "'6 temporal O mores!', I used to wail," says The Chisel,
"where today can you, get a filter cigarette with some flavor? Then I discovered Tlareyton—the magnum opus in
cigarettes. Put a pack in your toga and enj oy de gustibus /hf®^^
you never thought you'd get f ro m any f ilter ciga rette."
,
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Dual , Filter makes the difference ^^^^^^^
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